University of Leeds Classification of Books

General Science

[A] General
A-0.01 Periodicals
A-0.02 Series
A-0.03 Collected essays, Festschriften etc.
A-0.04 Bibliography; Documentation
A-0.05 Practice and profession of science
A-0.06 Education; study and teaching  See also: Education 375.5
A-0.19 Dictionaries
A-0.9 Yearbooks, reviews

A-1 General texts

A-2 Tables, data books

A-3 Exhibition catalogues

A-4 Laboratory methods and technical aids  See also: Chemistry A-0.05
A-4.1 Photography  See Art R for general works
A-4.2 Microscopy
A-4.25 Staining for microscopy
A-4.3 Electron microscopy
A-4.6 Occupational health and safety  See also Health Sciences WA 400
A-4.8 Weights and measures, units, metrication

A-5 Scientific report-writing, illustration, presentation  See also Skills E

A-6 Organization and funding of scientific research

[A-7] Museums]  No longer used; see History of Science A-2

A-10 Chronology, time  See also: Archaeology A-0.05

A-15 Systems theory; Complexity
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